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| In Section 3.9.3.1 of the Waterford-3 SEP dated July i%1, w ider+i*ter
a confirmatory item regarding the piping preoperatteral testien procre.
The applicant has provided a summary of its testino pregre pro we deve
completed our review of the submittal. Attached is we safetv
evaluatice for input into the next SFR supplement.
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; 3.9.t.1 "
~

preoperational and Start-up Testing Program
; t
: i

In Section 3.9.2.1 of the Waterford-3 SER dated July 1981, we identitied
,'. n

f
| a confirustory ites regarding the piping preoperational and start-up
' testing program. The purpose of these tests is to assure that the,,'

L piping vibrations are within acceptable limits and to verify that the
i } piping systems can expand thennally in a manner consistent with the

; design intent. In a letter from F. J. Druaunond to G. W. Knighton dated
1 1 June 8,1983, the applicant has provided a susenary of the thermal

4[f
testing of piping systems based on the preoperational phase of the
Waterford-3 start-up testing program. The results of the program
indicated that the piping thermal expansions are acceptably within'

y. - design limits except for two cases where the acceptance criteria for,

yT* thermal expansion were exceeded. These deficiencies are documented in' -

M the Test Deficiency Record and corrective measures are being implemented, . -

f and will be verified during post-core hot functional or power ascension -
g testing to assure the adequacy of the corrective actions. In addition.

piping vibration monitoring will be conducted during post-core hot
.

f functional and power ascension testing. The applicant has connitted to
provise the results of those testing phases after completion of the
start s testing program. Provided the stresses due to vibration in the
piping systems are within the acceptance criteria discussed in Section
3.9.2.1 of the SER (July 1981) and the above corrective measures being
implemented for the thermal expansion testing are found to be adequate,
the staff considers the confinnatory item regarding the piping
preoperational and start-up test program to be closed.
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Attachment 2-

08 SERVAT 10NS WATERFORD l[ NIT 3 SITE

The following observations were made during a site visit to the Waterford

facility on June 30, 1983.

In the auxiliary building at the top of the common baseest (E1. -35 ft),

amisture was noted to have been permeating up from the basemat at several

locations, some of which had been noted in May 1983 by the licensee in the

areas kneun as the weste gas compressor rooms, gas surge tank room, gas decay
'

tank room, and others that were identified by the senior NRC resident inspector

and the Inquiry Team formed for the resolution of this question.

Two temporary manholes (for construction during conduit and cable placement'-

cre observed. One was located near column line 12A between H and J and tN

other near colues line 1A betmeen J and K. These appeared not to have steel
,

.,

liners and move examined to determine if a source of water had also found a

path tWD.these areas of lesser basemat thickness. The openings (blououts)
_ts;

were appresteetely 6 ft wide a 6 ft long x an estimated 7 ft deep and contailed

| water to'an unkneun depth. ~ Be specific details related to cracking or water

source could be obtained from the observation.

In an area located generally southwest from a floor drain (FD) sump, near column

line 104 between K and L a darkened zone approximately 5 ft long was observed

with several specific wet spots along with a buildup of material. This area was

Fo tA-N-/%7
. - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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| identified earlier by the senior NRC resident inspector. The rough darkened

area was esamined with an SX syeglass but no distinct crack could be observed

within the zone. Neuever, meisture and discoloration established a definite
,

linear zone, pemitting distinctive visual recognition of a difference with
:

! the surfeunding ama. No fleeing water was observed, but it appeared that
I meisture was present in the zone and seemed to be coming to the surface from

within the basemet. This surface seemed to be the original finished concrete

surface of the common basemat and did not appear to have a surface coating. The

adjacent FD sump (M) was examined and found to be steel lined (as is typical

for FD sumps at E1. 35 ft) and to contain water. The scurce of the water in

I this sump could not be determined from the observations made.

In another location where seepage had been identified by the senior NRC resident

inspector, the cousuon basemat surface was coated with what was described as an

spe g potet estariel. The meisture was located along a linear path (about
t

7 ft leng) that appeared to be at the construction joint between block

placaneet suuhers I N and 18. The moisture had broken through the epoxy paint

and aes preenst en top of the erface along with a buildup of grey deposits of

astertel h W to 3/3.la, tMck. The area of this observation was near
'

eelass itse SR hetueen J and E along tN door and into the south motor-driven

aus111ery fheduster pump rees, portions of the permeable zone extended westward

outside the room.

la May 1983, the licensee noted that three of the next four areas or rooms where
;

seepage uns absorved were areas of concrete cracks as evidenced by water

- _ . . _ . _ - . - __ - - - -- - _ _-
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Percolation to the surface of the common basemat
adjacent to one another and are located in the northwThese areas are generally

.

knilding.
In the gas surge tank room area there is a zoneest corner of the auxiliary

sately le ft long running pers11e1 to the L column liof seepage approxi-

2 ft 4 in. well near the entry point to the roone and passing beneath a

team *W".
the licensee had chipped an In waste gas compressor -

m.

epomy-coated surface. area about 1/2 to 3/4 in. below the
This area approximately 12 in. x 15 in

relatively "cleen" but rough surface to view the z. provided a
'

visued with an SI magnifying lens, no specific c
;

one of moisture. When
!

appresimetely 4 ft zone tracked diagonally from therack could be observed.The

concrete ammeting base of th compressor. room's corner area to the

at t9 wee locatione en the side opposite the moisture zThere was also evidence of patching
;

i

approstoste diosastens of 24 in. x 24 in. Repaired areas hadone.

lhe W resident faspector had ne informati, 12 in. x 12 in, and 12 in. x 8 in.
'

1

! patch areas and there aos ineefficient time ton readily available related to thesei .

o discuss them with the licensee..

In meste ses c1epresser room 'A' amether seepagleep.

Nrene uns artested diegene11y from a room corner to the base of th
e zone was approximately S ft

compressor.

Spectfle Mens with an 8X magnifying lens e

EeleteetSourcesSeeth were made. The'

190ere tile spey eastleg, sed then build 11 up out of the concrete in distinct locations
. .

eterial asemmed to be material that was dissolved ia small cone-shaped deposit of
#1stles and uns left as a result of thn the water to fom a

C11 areas uns enaelned. e evaporation of the water.
One of the

4 attend one of the seepage areas.A 3/8-in.-diameter and 1/2-in.-deep hole was ea ils y
This small "craterd

was cleaned and dried
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with paper towels and observed by three other NRC personnel. Approximately
|

one hour later, the same NRC engineers viewed this area and could detect no
j

discernible change in the moisture levels. In the doorway of gas decay tankl
l

room "C", another seepage zone 4 ft long was observed. A new zone was found

There wasat the base of the "C" gas decay tank along the northeast side.

considerable surface moisture in this area, but it could not be determined
;

whether all the observed water was from the seepage zone or from another

source, such as that associated with ongoing flushing and testing of systems

or from rainwater.

Areas adjacent to the shield building and the containment at E1. -35 ft wert

visually observed over about 300* of the circumference. Along the northwest

quadrant of the base ring block of concrete (10 ft thick x 16 ft-10 in. high),

which was placed as the base ring of the shield buildir.g. there wert indicatians

of water leakage in the past en the vertical faces (as evidenced by deposits of

|
probably calcima carbenstes). At the junction with the conson basemat at E1.!

-35 ft. there uns evideece of the seepage zones as well as areas that appeared

Areas in thisto have previcesly been seepage zones but were now dry.

quadrant had surface unter and the source of the water could not be ascertained.

An ares perpendicular to the've11 between column lines 1A and IM, which serves

as the mall of met cooling tower A, showed evidence of seepage over a distance

| ef appremiestely 4 ft to 5 ft.

.

In the southmest guadrant betueen columns 4A-N'and 5A-M there was an area

adjacent to the shield building near an electrical panel that seemed to have
|

-- - . - _ . _ - - - _ _ - - _ _ - . - - _ . ~ - - _ - _ - . . _ . - . - . . . - -
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water acti se ping out from under the shield building. There also appeared

tobeabui1[Impofasterialthathadleakedoutorhadbeendepositedout

of solution as the water evaporated. This area may also represent a location

where there was a 1 ft-9 in. deep sump during construction.

In the southeast quadrant near column 9A-M there appeared to be another area

of active water seepage from beneath the rhield building. Also in this area,

there uns an old zone of seepage with deposits present on the concrete

common basemat surface. No seepage was evident on the day of the inspection.

m servations were made in the annular space between the containment and the

shield building on the lowest level (-1.5 ft) to check for water and moisture

along the top of the knuckle region of the steel containment. One area of

wetness uns observed along the southern portion beginning about 6 ft west of

penetrations #66 and #71 and continuing for 12 to 15 ft westerly along the arc.

The water was in the pocket of ethafoam cushion / flexible material, but it was

not possible te determine whether the water was coming from the fill concrete

below or whether the unter had come from above and collected in th4 region.

In all les ahore unter er moisture was observed that was clearly

identifiaMe elim seepage from the surface of the common basemat, no flow or

escessive buildup of unter uns noted.
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